
ALIGNMENT LIFT

14K Scissor
BLA14178



FEATURES

A port can be added in for customer
supplied quick disconnect allowing
for an easy air tool connection point.

Optional premium turntables prevent
deck scratching & allow for full range
of motion when making alignment
adjustments.

Durable 72” slip plates glide on over-
sized roller balls, allowing for the
range of motion required to perform
rear alignment corrections. Slip
plates are maintenance-free due to
strategically-positioned openings in
the deck, which quickly disperse
water and dirt - allowing for reliable
performance every time!

Work steps on each side can be 
adjusted to 8 different positions,
granting easy access to underhood
and steering wheel adjustments.

Hidden, yet easy-to-reach, work step
storage under the front of each deck.

The triple safety system includes air-
actuated mechanical locks, velocity
fuses, and pressure-sensing flow
control valves.

Full-length base frame allows for fast
installation and increases durability.

Large twin-interlocking safety locks
have 18 level and locked positions.



Long and wide decks allow for 
alignment service on a wide range of
vehicle widths and wheelbases.

Roller Jacks incorporate a low-profile
design - eliminating the need to
swing away when the lift is lowered.
High lifting heights enable more 
access for undercar repairs.

The operator console is completely
enclosed, protecting electronic and
hydraulic components.

Quad-counterpoised lifting system
and 4 powerful heavy-duty cylinders
maintain a constant level from floor
to full lift height.

UHMW slide blocks allow for smooth
and uniform lifting.



FLUSH-MOUNT

Flush-Mount (BLA14178FM)

Flush-mount model available with
optional drive-through capability.

Flush-Mount Pit Diagram
This diagram is for promotional purposes only, and should not be used as installation instructions.  Contact your local Hofmann distributor
if further information is needed.



SURFACE-MOUNT

Surface-Mount Diagram
This diagram is for promotional purposes only, and should not be used as installation instructions.  Contact your local Hofmann distributor
if further information is needed.

Surface-Mount (BLA14178)

Approach ramps have replaceable
synthetic rollers which reduce noise
& damage to floors when compared
to metal rollers.



SPECIFICATIONS

14K Scissor

Alignment Lift
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* Other Power Configurations Available

Capacity 14,000 lbs.
Overall Width 92.5”
Width Between Decks 38”
Overall Length (Surface-Mount - BLA14178) 269.63”
Overall Length (Flush-Mount - BLA14178FM) 228.5”
4-Wheel Alignment Wheelbase 156”
2-Wheel Alignment Wheelbase 188”
Service Wheelbase 196”
Maximum Raised Height 73.38”
Maximum Lowered Height 10”
Operator Console Dimensions (DxWxH) 17” x 25” x 45”
Lifting Time (Fully-loaded at 14,000 lbs.) 75 seconds
Power Requirements* 230V, 1PH, 60Hz.
Shipping Weight 4,980 lbs.

Hofmann manufactures a complete line of wheel service equipment.

Combination brake lathes for
rotors, drums and flywheels

Portable Imaging Alignment
Systems

Wheel Balancers


